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DISCRETE EVENT SYSTEMS: 
CONCEPTS AND BASIC RESULTS 

by 

K.M. van Hee and P.M.P. Rambags 

1. Introduction 

The systems we. consider are discrete, which means that their behavior can be de
scribed by sequences of successive states. Many frameworks are developed to describe 
discrete systems, for instance Markov-chains [Freedman 71], automata and Turing ma
chines [Lewis, Papadimitriou 81], trace structures [Rem 83, Mazurkiewicz 84], process 
algebra [Dergstra, Klop 84] and Petri lIet, [Petri 80]. 

In this paper we introduce a framework that is closely related to Petri nets. We call a 
system that fits into our framework a discrete event system (des). Before we define this 
framework, we give a more general notion of a system. "Ye start with some notations. 
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Notations 

INo is the set of natural numbers including zero. IN} is the set of positive natural 
numbers. 
For S a set and T a binary relation over S, T* is the transitive closure of T. If A 
and B are sets, then A --> B denotes the set of all total functions from A to Band 
A f> B the set of all partial functions from A to B. For notational clarity we often 
write the function application f(x) by fx. We denote function restriction byt· For f a 
partial function from A to Band R ~ B, f1 R is the range-projection of f to R, i.e. 
f1 R == {(x,y) E fly E R}. Note that "Ix E dom(f) : x E dom(f1 R) iff 
f(x) E rng(f1 R). 

Most frameworks incorporate, in some form, the following notion of a system, here 
called basic system. A basic system consists of a state space S, a set L ~ S of initial 
states and a binary relation T over S, called the transition relation. If the system is in 
some state s E S it may move to a state t E S if and only if < s, t > E T. 

Definitjon 1 Basic system. 
A basic system is a triple < S, L, T > where S is a finite or countable set, L ~ Sand 
T ~ S x S. 
S is called the state space, L the set of initial states and T the transition relation. 
Elements of So :== {s E S 1.,3t E S : < s, t > E T} are called terminal states. 

Note that a basic system is a directed graph. Now we introduce the conepts path 
and process. A path is a sequence of states such that any successive pair belongs to the 
transition relation. A path starts in an initial state and either it is infinite or it ends in 
a terminal state. The process of a basic system is the set of all paths. A finite initial 
segment of a path is called a trace. 
A path may be considered as a (partial) function from IN to S. The term behavior is 
used here as a synonym for process. 

Definition 2 Process. 
Let < S, L, T > be a basic system with set of terminal states So. The process of II of 
it satisfies: 

II == {O" E INa --> S 1 0 E dom(O") II 0"0 E L 

} . 

II "In E dom(O") 

II "In E dom(O") 

(n> 0 --> n - 1 E dom(O")1I < O"n-I. O"n >E T) 

("In' E dom( 0") : n'::; n) --> O"n E So 

An element of II is called a path and for all 0" E II and n E INa: 

at {k E IN 10::; k < n} is called a trace. 

The set of all traces is called the trace set. 
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Note that a basic system may have several states which are never reachable, i.e. no 
path contains such a state. In some sense these states are superfluous, yet we do not 
require all states be reachable. When specifying a basic system one may not know 
which states are reachable and which are not. It may also be convenient to define the 
state space too large. For any basic system we define its reachability variant: 

Definition 3 Reachability variant. 
Let < S, L, T > be a basic system with process II. Then its reach ability variant 
< S, L, i' > satisfies: 

S = {s E S 130" E II 

L=L 
i' = T. 

3i E dom(O") O"(i) = s} 

Note that the reachability variant of the reachability variant is the reach ability variant 
itself. 

A major problem of the description of systems is the complexity of the state space, 
in particular when we deal with concurrent systems. The states of these systems can 
be described by vectors, not necessary of fixed length, and the dimension of a realistic 
state space can be astronomically. In these cases it is impossible or practically infeasible 
to specify the transition relation by enumeration; Therefore different frameworks, each 
for specific domains of application, have been developed. These frameworks enable us 
to specify state space and transition relation in some dosed form. 

The concept of a basic system enables us to introduce some important notions. 
A basic system is called deterministic if each state has at most one successor, Le. the 
transition relation is a (partial) function. Other systems are called nondeterministic. 
Often nondeterministic systems are confused with stochastic systems. In the latter a 
transition probability is given instead of a transition relation. 
A transition probability over a countable set S is a function W such that: 

dom(W) = S X S 

YO",r E S : W(O",r) 2: 0 

yO" E S (2:: rES : W(O", r» :$ 1. 

Of course such a system also defines a basic system, namely < S, L, {< s, t > E 
S x S 1 W(s,t) > O} >, where L is the set of initial states. The difference is that 
in a stochastic system each trace has a probability of occurrence. 

Nondeterminism is used to model unpredictable influences, sometimes within the sys
tem, for instance due to physical phenomena or external influences such as impulses 
from the environment of the system. 
Up to now we considered a system in isolation, Le. wi thou t any interaction with an 
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environment. Such systems are called closed. Above we have seen that non determinism 
might be interpreted as an external influence, however, often it is more natural to mo
del the environment in a more explicit way, for instance by a 4-tuple < E,A,A,M > 
where E is the internal state space, A S;; E is the set of internal initial states, A is the 
action space and M the transition function, i.e. M E E x A -> E. 
The actions represent the external influences. It is easy to transform such a system 
into a basic system < S,L,T > by 

S = E x A , L = A X A and 

T={«s,a>,<t,b» Is,tEElla,bEAllt=M(s,a)}. 

This system is nondeterministic and closed, while the underlying system is determinis
tic. Systems that explicitly model interaction with an environment are called open. 
Finally, we distinguish terminating systems and perpetual systems. Each algorithm 
specifies a discrete system, mostly nondeterministic and preferably with finite lifetime, 
because a computation should end. Each time we use the algorithm, we create a new 
discrete system again. We may say that such a discrete system is an incarnation of 
the algorithm. Computations are typical terminating systems, however, operating sy
stems and most logic systems are perpetual. The distinction between the two classes is 
seen from their processes: Terminating systems have only finite paths, while perpetual 
systems have only infinite paths. In practice, many systems are mixtures: They have 
both finite and infinite paths. From the point of view of a perpetual system, a finite 
path means failure and in a system that should terminate, an infinite path means failure. 

In Section 2 we introduce some relationships between basic systems. In Section 3 
we consider our framework: Des. In Section 4 we define the realtime variant of a des. 
We always use the symbols S, Land T as in Definition 1. 
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2. Relationships between basic systems 

In systems engineering we compare systems. We may use expressions as: 'System 
A is more powerfull than system B', 'system A simulates system B' or 'system A is in 
fact the same as system B'. 
For instance if we are developing a new system, we compare several designs with each 
other and also with the existing system. 
In this section we introduce some concepts to make these comparisons more precise. We 
only consider basic systems here. Consequently, if we like to compare two systems that 
are for instance described in two different frameworks, we have to find representations 
on the level of basic systems first. 
We sometimes consider several basic systems simultaneously and we will distinguish 
them by uppercase letters of the beginning alphabet. Their initial states, state space 
and transition relation are distinguished by subscripts. 
We map states of a system A to states of a system B by a function f E SA -> SB. 
Hence, not all states of system A have to have a correspondent in system B and each 
state of system B can have zero, one or more correspondents in system A. 

For a subset C of the state space of a basic system we define the C-projected transition 
relation. 

Definition 1 C-projected transition relation. 
Let C be a subset of the state space of a basic system < S, L, T > then the C -projected 
transi tion relation satisfies: 

TC={<x,y>E CxCI<x,y>ET 

} . 

V 3n E INl : 3vt. ... ,vn E S\C 

<x,vl>E Til <vn,y>E T 

II 'Vi E {l, ... ,n-l} : < Vi,Vi+1 > E T 

C is called the set of visible states and TC is considered as the visible transition relation. 
Note that Tn (C X C) ~ TC, for all C ~ S. 

The following lemma states that if a given transition relation is first projected to a 
set C and next to a set D ~ C, the result is the same if the transition relation was 
directly projected to D. We omit the proof. 

Lemma 1. 
Let < S, L, T > be a basic system and let C ~ S. Then 

Someone from the outside who looks at a basic system with visible states C actually 
sees another basic system, namely a basic system with states C and transition relation 
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T C . This gives rise to a definition of projection 0/ basic systems. 

Defini tion 2 Projection 0/ basic systems. 
Let A =< S,L,T > be a basic system. For any C ~ S, the projection 0/ A to C, AfC, 
will be 

< C,(L n C) u {t E C 13s E L\C : < s,t > E T 

V 3n E INl : 3Vl,···,Vn E S\C 

< S,Vl > E T/\ < vn,t > E T 

/\'t/iE{l, ... ,n-l} :<Vi,Vi+l>E T}, 

Hence, all initial states of A f C either are visible initial states of A or are the first 
visible state that can be reached when A is started at an invisible initial state. 

Now we define the concept of wrok realization. 

Definition 3 Weak realization. 
A weakly realizes Bwith respect to function / iff 

/ E SA r SB; 

't/ < s,t > T1om
(f) : < /(8),/(t) > E T~(J) . 

dom(f) and rng(f) represent the visible states of system A and system B, respectively. 
Hence, every visible state of B has at least one representant in A and A weakly realizes 
B if every visible transition of A corresponds to a visible transition of B. 
The next relationship, called realization, is stronger: 

Definition 4 Rrolization. 
A realizes B with respect to function / iff 

A weakly realizes B with respect to /; 

/ is surjective. 

Hence, every state of system B should have at least one representant in system A. Note 
that the surjectivity of / implies r;g(J) = TB. 

From Definition 4 it follows that A weakly realizes B w.r.t. / iff A realizes Bfrng(f) 
w.r.t. /. 
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The following lemma states that range-projection doesn't destroy the weakly realization
relation. 

Lemma 2. 
Let A weakly realize B w.r.t. f. 
Then for every R ~ rng(f), A weakly realizes B w.r.t. f1 R. 

Proof. 

Let<s,t> E T1om(J1 R
). We have to show < f1R(s),j1R(t) > E T;S(J1R). 

Note that s,t E dom(f1 R). So f1 R(s) = f(s) and f1 R(t) = f(t). Since 
dom(f1 R) ~ dom(f) we have, by Lemma 1, < s, t > E (T~om(J»dom(J1 R). There are 
two cases: 

1. < s,t > E T~om(J). Since A weakly realizes B w.r.t. f, < f(s),j(t) > E T~(J). 

2. 3n E IN : 3v}, ... ,vn E SA\dom(f) : < s,v} > E T1om(J)" < vn,t > E T~om(J)" 
Vi E {l..n - I} : < Vi,Vi+1 > E T1om(J). Since A weakly realizes B w.r.t. j, 

< f(s),j(v}) > E T;g(J)" < f(vn),j(t) > E T;g(J) " Vi E {l..n - I} : < 
f(V;),j(Vi+tl> E r;g(J). For all i E {l, ... ,n} : Vi It dom(f1 R) implies 

j(Vi) It rng(f1 R), so by Definition 1, < f(s),j(t) > E (r;g(J»rng(J1 R). 

Now use Lemma 1 again. 

o 

Note that A weakly realizes B w.r.t. f does not necessary imply, for g ~ j, A weakly 
realizes B w.r.t. g. We give a counterexample: 
Let IA = SA = {a,b,c,d}, TA = {< a,b >,< b,c >,< c,d >,< d,a >} and let 
IB = SB = {x,y}, TB = {< x,y >,< y,x >}. 
Functions j,g E SA f> SB are defined by f .- {(a,x),(b,y),(c,x),(d,y)} and 
g := {(a,x),(b,y),(c,x)}. Now A weakly realizes B w.r.t. f, g ~ f but A does 
not weakly realize B w.r.t. g. 

Suppose A weakly realizes B w.r.t. f and B weakly realizes C w.r.t. g. If g does 
not introduce new visible states in B, then A weakly realizes C w.r.t. g 0 f. 

Lemma 3. 
Let A weakly realize B w.r.t. function f and let B weakly realize C w.r.t. function g. 

If dom(g) ~ rng(f), then A weakly realizes C w.r.t. g 0 f. 

£I:.QQf. 
Let < s,t > E T1om(gof). We have to show < go f(s),g 0 f(t) > E ~g(gof). Let 
I' := f1dom(g). Then rng(f') = dom(g) and gof = gof'. Dom(gof) = dom(gof') = 
dom(f'), so < s, t > E :Z:::0m(J'). 

By Lemma 2, < f'(s),f'(t) > E T~(J') = T;om(g). Since B weakly realizes C w.r.t. g, 

< g 0 f'(s),g 0 f'(t) > E T~(g). We have g 0 f' = g 0 f and rng(g) = rng(g 0 f), 
so the lemma has been proved. 
o 



The realization relation over the set of basic systems is transitive: 

Lemma 4. 
Let A realize B w.r.t. function f and let B realize C w.r.t. function g. 
Then A realizes C w.r.t. 9 a f. 

Proof. 
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Since f and 9 are surjective, dom(g) ~ dom(J) and 9 a f is also surjective. Now use 
Lemma 3. 
o 

Lemma 5 indicates the meaning of realization in terms of paths. We omit the proof. 

Lemma 5. 
Let A realize B w.r.t. function f. For each path a of system A a path T of system B 
exists such that: Vi E dom(a) : ai E dom(J) --+ Tj = f(ai) where j = # {k E INa I k < 
i" ak E dom(J)}. 

Note that Lemma 5 can easily be generalized to traces. A very simple example of 
realization is expressed in Lemma 6: 

Lemma 6. 
Let A and B be basic systems such that SA = SB and TA ~ TB. 
Then A realizes B with respect to the identity function. 

The proof is trivial. 

Note that if system A realizes system B, then every path of system A corresponds 
to a path of system B, however, system B may have also paths that do not correspond 
to a path of system A. An example of the realization relation is given in Section 3. 
The realization relation is used in case system B is a specification of some system and 
system A is an implementation: In the implementation not all freedom given by the 
specification, is used. 
The next relationship is stronger than realization. It is called simulation. 

Definition 5 Simulation. 
A simulates B with respect to function f iff 

- A realizes B with respect to f; 

- V < x,y > E TB : Va E dom(J) : f(a) = x--+ 

3T E dom(J) : < a, T > E ~om(J) "f(T) = y. 

Note that for all x E SB a a E SA exists such that f(a) = x, by the surjectivity of f. 

The next lemma translates the concept of simulation to paths. We omit the proof. 
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Lemma 7. 
Let A simulate B w.r.t. f. 
Then for all paths T of system B there is a path a of system A such that 

'Ii E dom(T) : 3j E dom(a) : f(aj) = T;II 

i = #{k E INo I k < j lIak E dom(J)}. 

Lemma 7 can easily be generalized to traces. 

If system A simulates system B, then there exists also a simulation relation between 
system A and the basic system derived from B when B is projected to its own visible 
states. This is expressed in the following lemma: 

Lemma 8. 
Let A simulate B with respect to function f. 
Then for all R I:;; rng(J), A simulates Br R w.r.t. f1 R. 

Proof. 

We have - f is surjective; 

- A weakly realizes B w.r.t. f; 

- '1< x, y > E TB : Va E dom(J) 

f(a) = x -> 3T E dom(J) : f(T) = yll < a, T > E Tlom (f) . l*l 
We have to show 

(1) A weakly realizes Br R w.r.t. f1 R; 

(2) f1 R is surjective w.r.t. system Br R; 

(3) 'I < x,y > E TBrR : Va E dom(J1 R) 

11 R(a) = x -> 3T E dom(!l R) : 11 R(T) = yll < a,T > E T1o
m

(f1
R

). 

From Lemma 2 it follows that A weakly realizes B w.r.t. f1 R. Since TBrR = Tj} we 
have (1). (2) follows from the surjectivity of f. What remains to prove is (3). 
Let < x,y > E TBrR = Tj}, a E dom(J1 R) and suppose f1 R(a) = x. Then also, by 

definition, I(a) = x. We have < x,y > E TB or 

3n E IN : 3v"""vn E SB\R : < x,V, > E TBII 

< Vn, Y > E TB II 'Ii E {l..n - I} : < V;, v;+, > E TB . 

From reapplying l*l we get 

3T E dom(Jl R) : f(T) = y II « a, T > E Tlom
(J) 

V 3n E IN, : 3T" ... , Tn E SA \dom(!l R) 

< a, T, > E Tlom (f) II < Tn, T > E Tlom (f) 

II 'Ii E {l..n - I} : < T;, T;+, > E Tlom
(f)). 



(Note that f(Ti) rf- R iff Ti rf- dom(J1 R).) So by Definition 1, 

3T E dom(J1 R) : f(T) = yll < U,T > E (~om(J)dom(J1R). 

From Lemma 1 the rest follows. 
o 

The simulation relation is also transitive: 

Lemma 9. 
Let A simulate B with respect to f and let B simulate C with respect to g. 

Then A simulates C with respect to 9 0 f. 

Proof. 
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From Lemma 4 we know that A realizes C w.r.t. 9 0 f. What remains to prove is 
that if < x,y > ETc and u E dom~ 0 J) such that 9 0 f(u) = x, aTE dom(g 0 J) 
exists such that < u, T > E T1om(go ) and 9 0 f(T) = y. Since 9 0 f(u) = x there is a 
wE SB such that f(u) = wand g(w) = x. Hence, since B simulates C w.r.t. g, there 
is a z E dom(g) such that g(z) = y and < w,z > E ~om(g). Let f' be f1dom(g). Then 
by Lemma 8, A simulates Bfdom(g) w.r.t. 1'. Hence, there is 

aTE dom(J') : < U,T > E T1om
(f') II f'(T) = z. Since g(z) == y, 9 0 J'(T) = y. 

By the definition of f', 9 0 f = 9 0 f' and dom(g 0 f) = dom(J'), so we have 
< U,T > E ~om(goJ). 
o 

Suppose system A simulates system B with function f. Assume that we can ob
serve system A by sequences of states, transformed by f. Hence, if a state does not 

belong to dom(J) we do not see it, otherwise we see its image under f. If we are 
also able to observe all states of system B, then we cannot decide from the behaviors 
which system is A or B. In some sense B and the transformed A are exchangeable. 
In the next lemma we give a sufficient condition for two systems to simulate each other. 

Lemma 10. 
Let A simulate B with function f such that: f is injective and f is total. 
Then B simulates A with function f- 1 . 

Proof. 
Note that T1om

(f) == TA since f is total and that f- 1 exists and that T;om(r') == TB. 
First we show that system B realizes system A with f- 1• Let < x, y > E TB , then we 
have to prove < f-l(x),J-l(y) > ETA. Since A simulates B there are U,T E SA such 
that < U,T > ETA and f(u) = x and f(T) = y. Hence, < f-l(x),r 1(y) > ETA' 
Secondly we show that system B simulates system A. Let < u, T > ETA. Then, 
since A realizes B, < f(U),J(T) > E TB. Hence, 'Ix E SB : rl(x) = u --+ 3y E 
SB : f-l(y) = Til < X,y > E TB. 
o 

Note that function f must be bijective to satisfy the conditions of Lemma 10. Finally, 
we define the strongest relationship: Equivalence, and we relate it to simulation. 
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Definition 6 Equivalence. 
Two basic systems A and B are equivalent if there exists a function f E SA -> SB such 
that f is bijective and 

Vu, T E SA : < u, T > ETA ¢>< f((1),J(T) > E TB . 

Notation: A ~ B. 

The use of the term 'equivalent' is justified by the following property. The proof is 
trivial. 

Lemma 11. 
The relationship e; is an equivalence relation. 

Simulation with a bijective function is the same as equivalent. 

Lemma 12. 
Let A simulate B with function f such that f is bijective. 
Then A ~ B. 

Proof. 
Note that T1om

(!) = TA. Let < (1, T > ETA. By the realization property we have 
< f((1),f(T) > E TB. Let < x,y > E TB, then < f-l(x),J-l(y) > E TA by the 
simulation property. 
o 

We conclude this section with a relationship between a basic system and its histo
rical variant. The latter is a basic system the states of which are traces of the original 
one. We will show that the historical variant simulates the reach ability variant of the 
original one and that the historical variant of the historical variant does not contain 
new information, i.e. they are equivalent. 

Definition 7 Historical variant. 
For a basic system < SA, LA, TA > with trace set T R, the historical variant < SB, LB, TB > 
satisfies: 

SB = TR; 

LB = {T E TR I T is a singleton}; 

TB = {< (10, ... , (1m >, < TO, ••• , Tn > E T R X T R I 
n = m + 111 Vi E {1..m} : (1i = T;}. 

The historical variant simulates the reachability variant of the original system: 

Lemma 13. 
Let A be a basic system with reach ability variant A and historical variant B. 
Then B simulates A with function f defined by "In E INo : V < (10, ... , (1n > E 
SB : f« (1o,···,(1n » = Un. 
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£=f. 
Note that f is total and, by the definition of the reachability variant, f is surjective. 
Hence, T;om(f) = TB and T;g(f) = Tj. = TA. 
Let < (1,r > E TB. Then by the definition of TB, < f((1),!(r) > ETA = Tj.- So B 
realizes A w.r.t. f. 
Let < x,y > E Tj. and < (1o, ... ,(1n > E SBsuch thatf« (1o, ... ,(1n » = x, then(1n = x 
and« Uo, .. "O"n-t,X >,< l10, ... ,O'n_t,x,Y» E TB and f« UO'''',O'n_l,x,Y » = y. 
o 

Lemma 14. 
Let A be a basic system, B its historical variant and let C be the historical variant of 
B. 
Then B "'" C. 

£rQQf. 
Consider the same f as in Lemma 13: 

f E Se -> SB and 

VnElNo :'1<<(10),<(10,(11 >,···,<(1o, ... ,(1n» ESe 

f«< 0'0 >,< 0'0,0'1 >, ... ,< O'O, .. ·,(Jn ») =< ao, ... ,an >. 

This function is total, surjective but also injective. Furthermore, the reachability vari
ant of B is B itself. Hence, by Lemma 13 and Lemma 12, B "'" C. 
o 

We did not consider the initial states in our definitions of realization and simulation. 
We will confine ourselves to remarking that it is obvious to require that the function 
which maps states of a basic system to states of another basic system is such that initial 
states correspond only to initial states. 
In the next section we will introduce our framework, called des, to model discrete event 
systems. 
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3. Model of discrete event systems 

In this section we introduce a mathematical model for discrete event systems, cal
led the des-model. It is an extension of the Petri net-model. At the end of this section 
we summarize some differences. We start with an informal treatment. 

A des consists of two kinds of components: Processors and channels, which corres
pond to transitions and places in Petri nets. A processor is connected to several input
and output channels. To each channel a type is associated and to each processor a func
tion. The signature of the function of a processor is such that the types of the input 
parameters are identical to the types of the input channels and the types of the output 
parameters of the function correspond to the types of the output channels. A channel 
may be shared by several processors as input or output channel. At each moment the 
channels may contain so-called triggers (tokens in Petri nets). A trigger has a value 
that belongs to the type of the channel. There may be more than one trigger of the 
same value in a channel. So a channel contains a bag over its type (cf. notations). 
For each processor, every input channel has a multiplicity, which gives the number of 
triggers the processor needs from that channel to operate. At each moment there may 
be a transition, which means that the configuration of triggers in the channels may 
change. Such a transition happens instantaneously and is executed by the processors. 
Each processor that has enough triggers in every input channel may pick as many trig
gers as it needs for each input channel and produce a finite amount of new triggers for 
its output channels, according to its function. Several processors may produce triggers 
for the same output channel. A channel in which always exactly one trigger is present 
can be seen as a memory of the system. We call such a channel a store. If a processor 
wants to use the store, it picks out the trigger and instantaneously places back a new 
trigger into the store. In fact, it replaces the trigger. A store can even be a database. In 
this case its type is very complex. A configuration of triggers distributed over channels 
is called a state. 

The systems we consider may be part of another, much larger system. In this case 
communications take place from our system to its environment and vice versa. We 
regard the environment as a des too, i.e. as a system with processors and channels, 
but we do not know the specification of those processors and the channel structure. 
Processors with an unknown specification are called black box-processors. A black box
processor which only produces triggers for our well-known system may be modeled as a 
single channel containing an infinite amount of triggers. Such a channel represents an 
input stream. It will never get empty, since a processor consumes only a finite amount 
of triggers in a finite time interval. 
To indicate the processors and channels and their input- and output relations, we use 
a diagram technique where processors are represented by triangles and channels by 
circles. To indicate input/output relations we use arrows and for each input channel 
we mention its multiplicity, except for input channels with multiplicity one, which is 
the default value. 
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Environment Well-known system 

Figure 3.1. 

Now we formalize the des-framework. We start with some additional notations. 

Notations 

The symbol 'w' stands for 'infinite'. w + w = wand for any n E INo, w + n = wand 
w - n = w. If X is a set of numbers, then XW = X U {w}. If Y is a set of sets, then 
U Y denotes the union of all elements of Y. IT A is a set, then JP(A) denotes the set of 
all finite subsets of A and lB(A) denotes the set of all multisets (bags) over A, i.e. the 
set of all functions from A to INIf. Note that infinite many copies of the same element 
can appear in a bag and that a bag can contain infinite many different elements. For 
x E lB(A) and b some element: bE x iff bE A and x(b) > O. For s a set and x E lB(A): 

o S 5;; x iff Va E s : a E x. 
ox 5;; s iff Va E A : x(a) = 0 V (x(a) = 1 II a E s). 
o x = s iff x 5;; s II s 5;; x. 

So we can compare sets and multisets. 

o X U s = Aa E AU s : if a E A \s then x( a) 
else if a E s\A then 1 
m x(a) + Iii ii. 

ox\s =AaEA: ifaEs~max(O,x(a)-I) 

m x(a) ii. 
os\x = {aEsla\<,x}. 
ox n s = x\(x\s). 

For x E lB(A) and y E lB(B), where B is also a set: 

ox 5;; y iff Va Ex: a E B II x(a) $ yea). 



ox = y 
oxUy 

o x\y 

oxny 

iff x C;; y 1\ Y C;; x. 
= Aa E AU B : if a E A\B 1h§! x(a) 

• if a E B\A!h.rn y(a) 
else x(a) + y(a) ft 1i. 

= Aa E A: if a E B 1l!&n max(O,x(a) - y(a» 
else x( a) ft. 

= x\(x\y). 
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For a bag-valued function f with finite domain A = {at, ... ,an }, mrng(f) denotes the 
multi set range of f, defined as mrng(f) = f(at) U ... U f(an)· We also write U f(a) 

aEA 

for mrng(f). 
If x is a bag over A, then # x is the number of elements in x, i.e. # x = I:: a E A : x( a). 
x is infinite iff # x = w, otherwise x is finite. lBn (A) denotes the set of all bags over A 
with exactly n elements, i.e. lBn(A) = {b E lB(A) I # b = n}. For an ordered set D and 
dt , d2 ED: dt min d2 is the minimum of dt and d2 and dt = d2 is the maximum of 
dt and d2 • 

Definition 1 Discrete event system. 
A discrete event system (des) is a four-tuple < R,C,I,O > where R is a function
valued function, C and 0 are set-valued functions and I is a bag-valued function, such 
that: 

- dom(I) = dom(O) = dom(R), finhe or countable sets. 

- Vi E dom( R) : I. E lB( dom( C)) 1\ 1; I 0 1\ I. is fiIlite 
1\ 0. C;; dom(C). 

- Vi E dom(R) : R. E U 
kEdom(C) 

lB[,(k)({< c,w > I c = k 1\ wE Cc}) 

..... lB( { < c, w > IcE 0. 1\ W E Cc}). 

- Vi E dom(C) : C. is finite or countable. 

dom( R) is called the set of processor indices, denoted by P, 
dom( C) is called the set of channel indices, denoted by K 
and for all i E P, k E K: 

- I. is called the bag of input channels of i, where 
I.(k) is the multiplicity of channel k. 

- 0. is called the set of output channels of i. 
- R. is called the reaction function of i. 
- Ck is called the type of channel k. 

We will use these symbols strictly for the concepts defined. If we consider different 
des'ses we distinguish them by means of subscripts. 

Definition 2 Trigger set, state space, event set. 
Let a des be given. Then 



Q.- {<k,w> IkEKAwECk} 

S .- lB(Q) 

E CPr lB(Q) such that Ve E E : dom(e) to 0 

andVpEdom(e): epEdom(Rp). 

Q is called the trigger set, S is called the state space and E is called the event set. 
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Note that an event is an assignment of a bag of triggers to a processor such that 
for each input channel k with mUltiplicity m exactly m triggers are chosen. 

Definitjon3 Event function. 
The event function F of a des satisfies: 

FE S ..... JP(E) and 

VsES: F(s)={eEElmrng(e);;;s}. 

Hence e E F( s) only if s contains enough triggers to supply all the processors of 
dom(e). Note that e E F(mrng(e)), for all events e E E. It is easy to verify that 
Vs, t E S : s;;; t ..... F(s) ;;; F(t). 
Next we define the transition function, which assigns to a state s and an event e E F(s) 
a new state. 

Definition 4 Transition function , transition relation. 
The transition function T of a des satsifies: 

T E S x E r S such that 

Vs E S : Ve E F(s) : < s,e > E dom(T)A 

T(s,e) = s\mrng(e) U U Rp(ep) . 
pEdom(e) 

The transition relation of a des is: 

{<s,t> ESxSI3eEF(s) : T(s,e)=t}. 

Elements of the transition relation are called transitions. 

We also use the symbol T to denote the transition relation. It is easy to verify that the 
graph < S, L, T > where L is a collection initial states, S the state space and T the 
transition relation of a des, forms a basic system. If we speak of path, trace or process 
of a des we mean the path, trace or process of the basic system induced by the des. 
The next lemma states that if two events change a state in the same way, then they 
also change any state containing more triggers in the same way. 
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Lemma 1. 
Let e, and e2 be events and rI and r be states, such that e" e2 E F( rI) and rI ~ r. 
Then e"e2 E F(r) and 

T(rI,e,) = T(rI,e2) iff T(r,e,) = T(r,e2). 

Proof. 
That e" e2 E F( r) is trivial. 
Since e"e2 E F(rI) we have, by Definition 3, mrng(e;) ~ rI (i E {1,2}). Let x = r\rI. 
Then T(r,e;) = x U T(rI,e;) by Definition 4 and T(rI,e;) = T(r,e;)\x, since 

((rI U x)\mrng(e))\x = rI\mrng(e) . 

o 

Note that T(rI,e,) = T(rI,e2) does not imply that e, = e2: A transition may be 
caused by different events. We give an example: 

Example. 
Consider two processors p and q with input channels a" ... ,am for p and b" .•• ,bn for q. 
Let further the input channels be also output channels and let p and q have some com
mon output channels c" ... , c, such that all channels are different. Choose the reactor 
function of p and q such that for every t, E dom(Rp ) and t2 E dom(Rq): Rp(t,) = t, uG 
and Rq(t2) = t2 U G, where G is some bag over {< k,w > IkE {c" ... ,e,}" wE Cd. 
In Figure 3.2, m = 2 and n = I = 1. 

Figure 3.2. 

Suppose we have two events e, and e2 which are equal except for triggers assigned to p 
and q, such that e, triggers p but does not trigger q (Le. p E dom(e,) and q rf- dom(e,)) 
and e2 triggers q but does not trigger p. Furthermore, suppose we have a state rI such 
that both e, and e2 can be executed in rI. Then it is obvious that both transitions are 
equal: T(rI,e,) = T(rI,e2). 

It is usefull to introduce an equivalence relation on the set of events. Intuitively two 
events are equivalent if their effects are indistinguishable. 

Definition 5 Equivalence of events. 
Two events e" e2 are equivalent (notation: e, ~ e2) iff 
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The next lemma justifies the use of the term 'equivalent'. 

Lemma 2. 
The relation ~ over E is an equivalence relation. 

Proof. 
Reflexivity and symmetry are trivial, so transitivity remains. Let e1 ~ e2 and e2 ~ e3. 
Then there are states a and T such that e1,e2 E F(a) and e2,e3 E F(T) and T(a,etJ = 
T(a,e2) and T(T,e2) = T(T,e3). By Lemma 1 we have T(a U T,e1) = T(a U T,e2) = 
T(a U T, e3), so e1 ~ e3. 
o 

We are able to formulate a criterion to verify if two events are equivalent. 

Lemma 3. 
Let e1 and e2 be events. Then 

Proof. 
The only-if-part is trivial. 
Suppose e1 ~ e2. Then there is a state T such that e1, e2 E F( T) and T( T, etJ = T( T, e2). 
Then mrng(ei) ~ T, i E {1,2}, hence mrng(etJ U mrng(e2) ~ T. Call a = mrng(etJ U 
mrng(e2). Since ei E F(mrng(ei)), we have by Lemma 1, T(a, etJ = T(a, e2). 
o 

The next corollary is a direct consequence of Lemma 1 and Lemma 3: 

Corollary 4. 
Let e1 and e2 be events. Then 

e1 ~ e2 iff Ya E S : mrng( e1) U mrng( e2) ~ a 

-+ T(a,e1) = T(a,e2). 

Note that we have true parallellism in our model: Processors may execute simultane
ously. However, it is always possible to split up an event which triggers more than one 
processor into other events, such that the successive execution of these events, in any 
order, ends in the same state as the original compound event. Especially, we are able to 
split up any event into other events which trigger exactly one processor. This property 
is a consequence of the following theorem. 

Theorem 5. 
Let a des be given and let s E Sand e E F(s) such that Idom(e)1 ~ 2. Let further 
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Dt ,D2 C dom(e) such that IDtl2: 1, ID212: 1, D t n D2 = 0 and D t U D2 = dom(e). 
Then ef D t E F(s), ef D2 E F(T(s,ef Dt )) and T(T(s,ef Dt),ef D2) = T(s,e). 

fiQQf. 
By Definition 2 and Definition 3, efDt E E and efDt E F(s). Furthermore, T(s,efDt ) = 
s\mrng(ef Dt) U U R,,(ep). Since mrng(ef Dt ) U mrng(ef D2) = mrng(e) ~ s, also 

pEDl 

mrng(efD2) ~ s\mrng(efDt ). Hence, by Definition 3, efD2 E F(s\mrng(efDt)) and by 
Lemma 1, efD2 E F((s\mrng(efDt))U U Rp(ep)) = F(T(s,efDt)). By Definition 

pEDl 

4, 

T(T(s,ef Dt),ef D2)) = 
(((s\mrng(ef Dt)) U U 

pED, 

(s\(mrng(ef Dd U mrng(ef D2 ))) U U Rp(ep) = 
pED1UD2 

(s\mrng(e))U U Rp(ep) = T(s,e). 
pEdom(e) 

o 

A special case of Theorem 5 is when D t is a singleton. By repeated application of 
Theorem 5 with D t being a singleton all the time we may split up an event into a 
sequence of events where each event triggers exactly one processor and the order of 
triggering is irrelevant. This property is called trigger serializability. It gives some 
freedom for implementation of des'ses. If we restrict ourselves to transitions with ex
actly one triggered processor, then we obtain a basic system that not only realizes the 
original one, but also has an even stronger relationship: The transitive closu of their 
transi tion relations are equal. 

Lemma 6. 
Let < R,C,l,O > be a des with basic system < L,S,T >, so L is the set of initial 
states. Consider the event function F derived from F by: 

Va E S : F(a) = {e E F(a) Ildom(e)1 = 1} . 

Let t = {< a,T > E S X S 13e E F(a) : T(a,e) = T}. Then 

- < L, S, t > realizes < L, S, T > with the identity function. 

- The transitive closu of t and T are equal. 

Proof. 
The first assertion immediately follows from Section 2, Lemma 6. For the second 
assertion, note that t ~ T implies t* ~ T*. To prove T* ~ t*, it satisfies to 
show T ~ t*. Assume < a, T > E T and let e E F(a) satisfy T(CT, e) = T. Let 
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{P!"",Pm} = dom(e). We define events e" ... ,em by ei = {(Pi,e(Pi)} and states Vi by 
Vi = T( ... T(T(a,e,),e2), ... ,e;), i E {l, ... ,m}. 
Then < 17, V, > E t and for all i E {l, ... ,m -1} : < Vi,Vi+' > E t and since we have 
trigger serializability, Vm = T. Hence, < a, T > E t·. 
o 

In our model many basic ideas of Petri nets can be found. For example, a transi
tion can fire only if all its input places have enough tokens. But our model has some 
featu which are not common in Petri nets. Recall that our tokens are called triggers 
and that our places are called channels. Now we summarize some differences between 
our model and the Petri net model [Peterson 81]: 

• Triggers have values and channels have types; 

• A channel may contain infinitely many triggers; 

• By firing, a processor takes a predefined number of triggers from each input channel 
and produces a non-predefined number of triggers for each output channel; 

• The kind and number of produced output triggers depend on the kind of input 
triggers; 

• Processors may fire simulataneously. 

Upto now we did not consider time aspects, we had only order of events. In the next 
section we introduce another framework, called rtdes, to model real-time aspects of 
discrete event systems, too. This framework is closely related to des, it has more 
structure and some extra restrictions on events. In a des each triggers has a value and 
in a rtdes each trigger has a timestamp in addition. 
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4. Real·time model 

In this section we introduce a new model for discrete event systems, in which time 
plays an essential role. This model is closely related to des, in fact each system that 
fits into this model, also fits into the des· model. We call the model rtdes because it 
describes a possible real· time behavior of a des. We start with an informal description. 

Consider a des in which each trigger has, beside its value, a time stamp. This time 
stamp denotes the arrival time of the trigger and is interpreted as the earliest time the 
trigger may be used. When a processor performs an action, it consumes several triggers 
and produces several new triggers. Now such an action has an action time, which is 
the maximum time stamp of all consumed triggers. We require that the time stamp 
of all produced triggers is at least as large as the action time. Processors are eager to 
execute, which means that as soon as all input channels have enough triggers and no 
processor is able to perform an action at an earlier time, it performs its task. Though 
we do not have any absolute clock in our model, each processor can easily compute 
the action time by simply taking the maximum value of all time stamps of its input 
triggers. By means of an input stream an rtdes can be initialized with infinitely many 
triggers. However, since each trigger has a time stamp, we are also able to determine 
its arrival time. Hence, it is possible to initialize a system with some triggers which 
will arrive in the future. 

Definition I Real-time discrete event system (rtdes). 
An rtdes is a des < R, C,1, 0 > with the properties: 

A set-valued function V and an ordered set D exist such that dom(V) 
Vk E K C k = Vk X D. 

K and 

Vp E P Vb E dom(Rp) : "Ix E b : Vy E Rp(b) : time(x):5 time(y), where, for 
any k E K, v E V. and dE D, time( < k, < v,d») = d. 

Hence, the time stamps of the produced triggers are at least as large as the time stamps 
of the consumed triggers. The state space, trigger set, event set and event function of 
an rtdes are the same as.of the corresponding des. It is usual to take D ~ JR+, the 
positive real numbers. If we consider clocked systems, the set D is a set of eqnidistant 
points in time, i.e. D = {n . 61 n E IN,} for some 6 E JR+. 
We assign to each event e an event time h( e), which is the maximum time stamp of 
each trigger in mrng( e). 

Definition 2 Event time. 
For an rtdes the function h assigns to each event an event time, such that for e E E: 

h(e) = max{time(x) 1 x E mrng(e)} . 
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The events that may be used in a transition are more restricted than in a des, since an 
event may happen only if no other event can happen at an earlier time. Consequently, 
for each state we may define a transition time: It is the time the system will leave the 
state. 

Definition 3 Transition time. 
For an rtdes the function H assigns to each state a transition time, such that for s E S: 

H(s) = min{h(e) leE F(s)} . 

Now we are able to define the event function for an rtdes. It is called the real-time 
event function. 

Definition 4 Real-time event function. 
The real-time event function FT of an rtdes satisfies: 

FT E S --+ 1P(E) 

and 

"Is E S FT(s) = {e EEl e E F(s)" h(e) = H(s)} . 

This expresses that only events with lowest event time are allowable. We have parallel
lism in an rtdes, however, several processors may execute simultaneously only if their 
action times are equal. This is expressed by the following lemma. 

Lemma l. 
Let s be a state of an rtdes and e E FT( s). 
Then "Ip E dom(e) : h(ef{p}) = H(s). 

£.mcl. 
Let {Pl, ... ,Pn} = dom(e). By Definition 3, h(e f{p}) 2: H(s). 
Assume, to get a contradiction, h(ef{p}) > H(s). Then, by Definition 4 and Definition 
2, 

H(s) = h(e) = h(e[{pd)= ... =h(er{Pn}) 2: h([{p}) > H(s), 

which is a contradiction. 
o 

Now we define the real-time transition function and the real-time transition relation. 
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Definition 5 Real-time tmnsition junction, rrol-time tmnsition relation. 
The real-time transition function T R of an rtdes satisfies: T RES x E f> S such that 

'<Is E S : '<Ie E FT(s) : < s,e > E dom(TR)fI 

TR(s,e) = s\mrng(e) U U Rp(ep) . 
pEdom(e) 

The real-time transition relation of an rtdes is: 

{<s,t>ESxSI3eEFT(s): TR(s,e)=t}. 

We also use the symbols T R to denote the real-time transition relation. If L is a 
collection initial states of an rtdes, then the graph < S, L, T R > forms a basic system. 
Note that the only difference between the real-time transition relation T R of an rtdes 
and the transition relation T of the corresponding des is the requirement that the event 
should be an element of FT(s) instead of F(s). Hence, TR ~ T. Consequently, the 
process of the rtdes is a subset of the process of the des and the rtdes realizes the des 
with the identity function. 

A major feature of an rtdes is that the transition times of successive states on a path 
are ascending. First we introduce two lemmas wruch are helpful in proving this pro
perty. Lemma 2 states that the transition time cannot decrease when several triggers 
are deleted from a state. 

Lemma 2. 
Let sand t be states of an rtdes. 
If s ~ t, then H(s) 2: H(t). 

Proof. 
Note that s ~ t implies F(s) ~ F(t). By Definition3, 

H(s) = min{h(e) leE F(s)} 2: min{h(e) leE F(s) U (F(t)\F(s))} = 

= min{h(e) leE F(t)} = H(t) . 

o 

The transition time does not change when we add to a state several triggers which 
have a time stamp that is at least as large as the current transition time. This is 
expressed in Lemma 3. 

Lemma 3. 
Let sand t be states of an rtdes. 
If '<Ix E t : time(x) 2: H(s), then H(s) = H(s U t). 

Proof. 
Note that F(s) ~ F(s U t). We show '<Ie E F(s U t)\F(s) h(e) 2: H(s). Let e E 
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F(sUt)\F(s). Then mrng(e) ~ sut and ...,(mrng(e) ~ s). Hence, 3x E mrng(e) x E 
t II x rf. s. Since x E t, time(x) ~ H(s) and by Definition 2, heel ~ H(s). 
Hence, H(s) ::; min{h(e) leE F(s U t)\F(s)}. Consequently, 

H(s) = H(s) min min{h(e) leE F(s U t)\F(s)} 

= min{h(e) leE F(s)} min min{h(e) leE F(s U t)\F(s)} 

= min{h(e) leE F(s U t)} = H(s U t) . 

o 

It is a direct consequence of the following theorem that the transition times of suc
cessive states on a path are ascending. 

Theorem 4. 
For an rtdes we have 

'I < s,t > E TR H(s)::; H(t) . 

Proof. 
< s,t > E TR implies 3e E FT(s) t = s\mrng(e) U U R,,(ep ). Let 

pEdom(e) 

r = U R,,( ep ). 
pEdom(e) 

By Lemma 1, the action times of all processors in dom(e) is equal to H(s). By the 
definition of the reaction function (Definition 1) all produced triggers must have a time 
stamp that is at least as large as H(s), so r satisfies the condition of Lemma 3. Hence, 
H(s) = H(s U r). By Lemma 2, H(s U r)::; H(s\mrng(e) U r) = H(t). 
o 

Note that it might happen that the transition time remains constant after a while. 
Three possible causes for this are: The system may be initialized with infinitely many 
triggers having a time stamp not larger than a certain value, a processor may produce 
infinitely many triggers or a processor may produce triggers which have a time stamp 
equal to the action time. The following theorem gives sufficient conditions such that 
the number of transitions in each finite time interval is finite. 

Theorem 5. 
Let an rtdes be given with additional properties: There is an f > 0 such that 

'1p E P : '1b E dom(Rp) : 'Ix E b : '1y E Rp(b) : time(y) - time(x) ~ f 

and Rp(b) is finite. 
Let also a collection initial states L be given such that 

VIEL: '1tED: {xElltime(x)::;t}isfinite. 
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Then for all paths u and all tED: 

{i E IN I H(Ui) ::; t} is finite. 

fiQ.Qf. 
We prove the property for t = n . f + H (uo), n E INo, using induction. For n = 0 the 
property holds. Assume it holds for t = nEo We show that the number of triggers with 
time stamp in TI = (H(uo) + nf,H(uo) + (n + l)f] is finite. By the induction hypo
thesis, there are only finitely many transitions with transition time smaller or equal to 
H(uo) + nf and the number of produced triggers per transition is finite. Furthermore, 
the initial state Uo is such that only finitely many triggers have an arrival time in time
interval TI. Transitions in TI do not produce triggers with time stamps within TI 
because of the delay Eo Transitions after H(uo) + (n + l)f do not produce such triggers 
either, according to Theorem 4. Hence, the number of transitions in T I must be finite, 
too. Consequently, the number of transitions in [H(uo), H(uo) + (n + l)f] is finite. 
o 

Suppose we specify a des and we implement it as an rtdes. In this rtdes, the va
lues of produced triggers are independent of the time stamps of the consumed triggers. 
Furthermore, the time stamp of each produced trigger is computed by means of a delay 
depending only on the value of the produced trigger and the values of the consumed 
triggers. This delay is added to the action time to obtain the time stamp of the pro
duced trigger. We will show that this rtdes realizes the original des. 

Theorem 6. 
Let a des < R,C,I,O > with basic system < S,L,T > be given. 
We define a real-time state space S .- lB( {< k, < v,d» Ik E K Av E CkAd E JR+}) 
and a function I : S -+ S with 

1(8) = {< < k, v >, n > IkE K " v E Ck " n = :L d E JR+ s( < k, < v, d > >)} . 

Let also a delay-function dl be given such that 

dom(dl) = P 

and 

and 

and 

'Ix E dlp(b) : time(x) > 0 . 

Now we define the rtdes < R,6,i,6 > with basic system < S,L,TR > as follows: 
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L = {«k,<v,d»,n> IkEKAvECkAdEIR+AnEINoA «k,v>,n>EL}, 

j = I, 

6 = 0, 

C = >'k E K Ck X IR+ and for PEP, bE dom(Rp) 

Rp(b) = {«k,<v,d+H(b»>,n> IkEKAvECkAdEIR+AnEINo 

A «k,< v,d »,n > E dlp(f(b))}. 

(Note that dom(Rp) is defined as a function from j and C.) 
Then < S,L,TR > realizes < S,L,T > with respect to f. 

fiQQf. 
From the deifnition of f and R it follows that for b, c E S, f(b U c) = feb) U f(c), 
f(b\c) = f(b)\f(c) and for pEP, f(Rp(b)) = Rp(J(b)). 
f is surjective, but also total, hence, T Rdom(J) = T Rand Trng(J) = T. Suppose 
< s,i > E T R. Then 

3e E FT(s) : i = s\mrng(e) U U Rp(ep) . 
pEdom(,) 

We define e := >.p E dom(e) : f(ep). Then 

f(i) = f(s)\f(mrng(e)) U U f(R.(ep)) 
pEdom(e) 

= f(s)\mrng(e) U U Rp(ep) . 

Hence, < f(s),1(i) > E T. 
o 

pEdom(e) 

Finally, we remark that a des or an rtdes may have starvation of triggers, i.e. some 
trigger is never consumed. We distinguish two kinds of starvation: 

I. A trigger in an inp",t channel of a processor p is not consumed since p never gets 
enough triggers in each input channel; 

II. Though p gets enough triggers in each input channel, always other triggers are 
consumed. 

An rtdes satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5 does not suffer from starvation of the 
second kind. It is the responsability of the designer to avoid starvation of the first kind. 
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